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Inside
this
Issue:
The Mission of the American Massage Therapy
Association and the AMTA-NV Chapter is to serve any
AMTA members while advancing the art, science and
practice of massage therapy.

Letter from the Editor
Happy Holidays to you all! My wish is that
this newsletter finds you happy and healthy. I
am choosing to focus on the positives as we
enter a new year. Maintaining a sense of
gratitude is the only way I managed to get
through 2020. While many were impacted
not only physically but also financially,
emotionally and otherwise I was constantly
reminding those close to me that we were all
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in this together. A community banding
together to help one another definitely
revealed the silver lining in all of the strife. It
truly takes a village.
I am sure you've had so many
transformations in your business since the
spring of last year. Navigating these struggles
only made you a stronger and more adaptable
business person and massage therapist. When
we are deep in the midst of crisis and growth
it can be hard to see any good in the process.
However, out of some of your most
challenging times the most fruitful seeds
begin to grow. I want to encourage you all to
give yourselves a pat on the back for
embracing all that was 2020.
Now we are more capable and better
prepared to take on any curve balls that life
may throw our way. As we all know change
is the only constant. We can plan and refine
but when change comes it is our flexibility
and adaptability that really matters. So here
is to learning new lessons and a boat load of
growth. I am sending each and every one of
you a massive virtual hug!
-----

Be well,
Sarah McCallum,
Silver State Massage Express Editor
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Taking Care of the
Caregivers:
Massage for
Hospital Workers
Massage therapy has
long been known for its physical and mental health
benefits. Now, those benefits are helping some front-

line hospital professionals deal with the stress and
anxiety of working through a global pandemic.
Click to read more

Assembly of Delegates
Perspective Article
This past year has been quite
challenging in many ways.
However, when faced with said
challenges it seems the National
Board Members and staff as
well as various Chapter Board
Members rose to meet the
challenge. Many different
events that were typically
hosted in person had to be
restructured to fit a virtual
format. This type of refinement
is no easy task and when asked
to submit an article
encompassing their perspective
of the AOD virtual assembly
both Nevada Chapter
President/Delegate Elizabeth
Benion as well as Chapter
Delegate and newly appointed
Financial Advisor Ivy Adams
agreed to give us some insight
on their experience. Be sure to
check out their inspiring article
below!
Click to read
article

Massage Profession
Research Report

AMTA will award one
lucky student
the $5,000 AMTA
Student Scholarship!
How Do I Apply?
Complete the application, and, in a few
sentences, share why you want to be a
massage therapist.
APPLY ONLINE NOW
You may also download the printable
application and send via:
Email: scholarships@amtamassage.org
Fax: 847-556-1436
Mail: AMTA Scholarship, 500 Davis
Street, Suite 900, Evanston, IL 60201
Applicants must be enrolled or admitted in
a 500-hour minimum, entry-level massage
therapy program at the time the
scholarship application is submitted.
Applications are due by January 31, 2021.
The recipient will be announced on March
31, 2021 on the AMTA Scholarship
Recipients page.
Questions about the requirements or
application process?
Please
contact scholarships@amtamassage.orgo
r call 1-877-905-2700.
Click to apply

Stay Current on
Massage Industry

Trends
Take advantage of this goldstandard resource. Packed with
the latest research on every
aspect of the massage therapy
marketplace and practical tips to
help you grow your practice, the
tenth annual Massage Profession
Research Report includes the
results of four AMTA benchmark
surveys tracking the profession.
This report is free to AMTA
members for download.
Click to read report
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National Massage
Therapy Awareness Week

Submissions wanted!
This newsletter is published quarterly by the
Nevada Chapter of the AMTA, a non -profit
professional organization of licensed
massage therapists and students preparing
for licensure. Are there any particular issues
or subjects that you’d like us to explore in
the future? Do you have questions you’d like
to ask, or that you’d like us to ask? We want
your voices to be heard! Writers! If you
have any professional articles that you’d like
to see published in the Silver State Massage
Express, contact us! Information for
publication must be submitted
electronically. Copyright material must be
accompanied with a release from its holder.

AMTA’s 25th Annual National
Massage Therapy Awareness
Week® (NMTAW) will take
place October 24-30, 2021. This is
a dedicated week for AMTA
members across the U.S. to
promote the health benefits of
massage therapy and their
practices.
A special thanks to our own Board

Submission Deadlines
Dec. 15 · Mar 15 · June 15 · Sept 15
Publication Dates
Jan 1 · April 1 · July 1 · Oct. 1
The Nevada Chapter reserves the right to
edit materials for clarification and where
appropriate for space, accept or reject
materials and assumes no responsibility for
errors, omissions, corrections or
modifications in publications. The opinions
contained in this publication do not
necessarily reflect those of the staff or of this
publication, AMTA or the Nevada Chapter.

For more information on how to contribute
please visit our Newsletter page on the
chapter website:

Member Tom Dougherty for
bringing the idea of NMTAW to
the Governor of Nevada. Gov.
Sisolak signed the proclamation
this past fall. We want to
congratulate Tom for his
contribution to this process!

If you have any interest in volunteering or
possible past experience on a board of some
kind we would love to talk with you about
being a part of our team. We have the
chance to make a difference in our industry
and beyond. Being on a board is very
rewarding and the experience is beneficial in
many other areas of life. Community and
connection is so necessary in this busy
world. Please consider volunteering for
AMTA, the industry's largest non-profit
organization.

Click for more information

Congratulations Ivy Adams!
This year has ended on such an exciting
note! The Nevada Chapter Board, at its
regular Board of Directors Meeting on
December 8th, elected its newest Financial
Administrator, Ivy Adams, to round out all
the board member positions Congratulations, Ivy!

Visit our website
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